
ECONOMIC STRATEGIC GAME

ECONOMICS AS A MATTER OF FACT 



RULES OF THE GAME
I. ABOUT THE GAME

Players play role of businessmen (entrepreneurs), who carry on
business, trying maximally effectively to use a start-up capital, own
labour and labour of the hired workers.  The row of basic economic
laws, which are useful to knowledge of the adults and children, are
used in a game. Making purchases, start-up of mines and excavat-
ing plants for the discovered deposits, trade in resources and risky
transactions with the assets of competitors, as well as luckiness
allow the players to create own industrial empire. The primary pur-
pose of the game is to be first in producing a clone (a biobot) at own
enterprise!

The large set of components allows players to apply different tac-
tics of the game and  introduce supplements to the basic rules on
request. We will be very much pleased for all your offers and wishes
on  development  of  the  game,  which  can  be  sent  to  our  e-mail:
office@bombatgame.com or to online-chat forum on web-site
www.bombatgame.com.

II. COMPONENTS, INCLUDED IN THE COMPLETE SET:

1. The playing field with the gexagonal marking
2. Cards of assets - 28 pieces
3. Cards of technologies - 30 pieces
4. Tokens of resources - 80 pieces
5. Chips of workers - 50 pieces
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6. Cards of transport - 9 pieces
7. Cards of actions - 50 pieces
8. Chips of players - 4 pieces
9. Prompting cards - 4 pieces
10. Playing bank notes
11. The Board of exchange
12. Markers of players
13. Markers of price

III. COMPONENTS OF THE GAME

The playing field is a map of geographic area, divided by gexes with lo-
cations on it. Locations on the playing field are highlighed in a colour of the
contour of gexes and intended for the special purpose in the game.

A Business-center is a starting point and a place
for purchase of resources; a colour of illuminating on
a map is white.

In the course of the game, after making a move
with the use of their chip in any gex  of  a Business
center, players can buy the following resources: coal,
ore, steel and energy at the current market value,
which is effective at making a move. A resource is ac-
cessible to purchase, if even one of players bought an
asset for its production (or extraction). Thus it is not necessary, that this
resource was already produced by a player. For example, for the purchase
of coal in a Business-center it is needed that a coal mine was already pur-
chased by one of players. It is impossible to buy a clone (a BIObot) in a
Business-center. A clone should be produced at own enterprise.
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Productive assets. Five types of assets are
described on a card. Designation, cost and im-
ages of assets are presented in Table.

A player can purchase an asset after finishing
a movement on a free gex with this asset image.
He lodges a certain amount of money to a bank,
which is equal to the cost of this asset, and takes
a card of asset with the corresponding number,
and his marker should be placed in this gex on
the field. The basic technology, showing con-
sumption of resources and necessary number of
workers for the production of new resource is
represented on a card. 

At making a move a player can sell an asset to
the bank for 50% of cost or to other player at the
agreed price.
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Name Designation Image Product What needs for
production?

Mines
Cost:

50 nAn
Devidends (%):

3 nAn

gexes with red
frame

numbered 
from 1 to 8

coal worker

Excavating
plants
Cost:

75 nAn
Devidends (%):

5 nAn

gexes with
green frame

numbered 
from 1 to 8

ore worker

Steel Plants
Cost:

120 nAn
Devidends (%):

8 nAn

gexes with grey
frame

numbered 
from 1 to 4

steel

Power Plants
Cost:

150 nAn
Devidends (%):

13 nAn

gexes with 
yellow frame

numbered 
from 1 to 4

power

Technology
parks
Cost:   250 nAn
Devidends (%):

21 nAn

gexes with 
blue frame

numbered 
from 1 to 4

BIObot



Universities
In Universities players can purchase the technologies for the saving of

resources or increase of production. 

The University I means the technologies at
the cost no more than 50 nАn, which can be
applied generally at the excavating plants and
mines.

The University II means the nanotechnolo-
gies at the cost more than 50 nАn, which can
be applied generally for Steel plants, Power
Plants and Technology parks.

After making a move on the University gex,
a player takes two cards from the corresponding card batch. A player pays
the cost of one of them to a bank, and the second card should be thrown
away. If both technologies are not used by a player, two cards should be
thrown away. The colour of a card of technology corresponds to the colour
of a card of the asset, where it can be applied.

A card of technology is
placed on a card of asset over a
basic card. Only one technology
can be used simultaneously
with one asset. 

Players can purchase tech-
nologies at the University and
keep them before the moment
of appearance of the asset,

which is suitable for them. The technologies cannot be sold back to a bank,
but it is possible to offer them to other players at the agreed price.

Labour exchange. After making a move by a chip  to
one of these gexes, players can hire additional workers.
For every new employee the cost of hiring (10 nАn) should
be paid to a bank. It is possible to hire any number of
workers at making one move. At any moment of his move
a player can discharge an employee and pass the em-
ployee’s  chip to a bank without the compensation of any
charges for hiring. Only an employee of the asset, caught
temporally by other player, cannot be discharged from employment (See
the detailed information in the Section "Raidership").
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Automobile dealership. Before starting the game one card of basic trans-
port (a train) should be issued to every player. A player, hav-
ing a card of train, can move a chip on a map only by 4 gexes
for one move. After making a move on the gex of Automobile
dealership, a player has a possibility to buy more fast speed
transport. The cost of electric vehicle is 50 nАn, the speed of
its movement is 6 gexes for motion. The cost of quadcopter
is 100 nАn, its speed is 8 gexes. After paying the cost of trans-
port to a bank, a corresponding card should be issued to a
player. In the course of the game the purchased transport

can be returned back to the Automobile dealership for 50% of its cost. In this
case a player should use the previous type of transport after making a repur-
chase. Returning the purchased transport can be done only in such location as
Automobile dealership. Furthermore it is possible to sell the transport to other
player at the agreed cost at any moment.

Being an owner of such types of transport as "train" or "electric vehicle",
a player can move freely on a map, passing through the gexes of Universi-
ties, Automobile dealership, the boundaries of any assets, including through
the enterprises of other players, except those, where a worker-guard stands.
It is impossible to go through the gex, on which a marker of other player is
placed. There are no any limitations in moving for the owner of quadcopter,
because he can "fly" (in other words he can to move freely on a map) through
any gexes; but it is impossible to make a move (to stop on the gex) which is
already occupied by a chip of other player or guarded by an additional em-
ployee for any type of transport.

The Board of exchange. At the beginning of the game all resources
have a maximum cost at the market. The market value of resources is
changed in the process of the game, the current price should be marked
using markers on the Board of exchange.

A player, having the most manufacturability for any resource, becomes
a monopolist at the market for this resource at making a move and replaces
the marker of price by the marker of his colour. All players can see current
prices on the Board of exchange and also the monopoly rights of other play-
ers. If two or more players have equal possibilities on production of a specific
resource, then none player holds a monopolistic position on this resource.
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The initial position of markers at the Board of exchange is expressed as
a figure “1” and given in the picture: markers stand on a maximal mark.
The markers of white colour or markers of players in an invert position are
used for marks.

For example, The Player No. 1 purchased the first mine and has possi-
bilities to produce 1 unit of coal (hereinafter in the rules referred to as "unit").
Then he replaces the marker of the cost of coal at the Board of exchange by
the marker of the corresponding colour and he becomes a monopolist at
the market for this resource. At making the next move the Player №2 sim-
ilarly buys a mine with possibility to produce 1 unit of coal at making a
move. The Player No.1 ceases to be a monopolist, therefore a marker of the
Player No.1 should be replaced by a white marker at the Board of exchange. 

At making the next move the Player No. 1 purchases another mine or a
card of technology by means of which it is possible to produce 2 units of
coal at making a move. His marker again returns to the Board of exchange,
and the Player No. 1 is considered as a monopolist again. 

Players search an information about a price for every resource, moving
a marker to the right by one scale division (reduction of price by one point)
or to the left by one scale division (increasing a price by one point).

The example of the current position of prices in the game is expressed as
a figure 2. The sale of resources in a Business-center or their purchase in
a bank in the process of game are executed at the same price, which is in-
dicated at the Board of exchange at making a  move.
The cases of lowering of prices:
- each time, if somebody of players buys a new enterprise (plant, mine

etc.). A price on a specific resource, which was produced at the enterprise,
should be reduced by one point. For example, the cost of a coal at the be-
ginning of the game is 16 nАn. As soon as one of players acquires the first
mine, the cost of coal for all players becomes 15 nАn (the marker of price is
shifted by 1 point to the right);

- if a player replaces the technology at the enterprise by means of a card
of technology and 2 units of a resource instead of 1 unit for one move, then
the price of a resource also is reduced by one point at the first use of this
technology;

-  by means of a card of actions, in which reduction of the price is indi-
cated for corresponding resources (an example is given in the Section
"Boundaries of areas");
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- at the wish of a player-monopolist, a monopolist can reduce the price
on this resource by  1 point at making a move (optionally).

The cost of resource should not be reduced, if its price was reduced to
the minimum, in other words a marker of the price is placed in the right
most column on the Board of exchange.

The cases of increasing of prices:
-  by means of a card of actions, in which increase of the price is indicated

for  corresponding resources;
- at the wish of a player-monopolist, a monopolist can increase the price

on this resource by 1 point for one move (optionally).
The cost of resource should not be increased, if its price was increased

to the maximum, i.e. a marker of the price is placed in the left most column
(position) on the Board of exchange, marked by a special sign “Contract”
(an image of this sign is given below in description of the corresponding
card of actions).

The boundaries of areas
The gexes with frontier posts designate the

boundaries of areas. If a player crosses a boundary
one time or several times at making a move, or if a
player finished on the gex with frontier post, he
takes one card of actions from card batch.  

There are the following types of cards of actions:
“Contract” means a possibility to sell resources

to a bank at the highest price (a col-
umn with a sign "Contract" at the
Board of exchange). A player can use
a card "Contract" at  making a move, when this card was

taken, or at making the next move. If a card is not used, it should be thrown
away or it can be sold to other player at the agreed price. A player, buying
such card, continues to use it at making two moves. Upon the availability
of a card "Contract"  the resources can be sold  both as produced or as pur-
chased at the agreed price from other players, as well as the resources pur-
chased at the current market price in a Business-center.

For example: a player obtained a card "Contract" with
2 units of coal and 5 units of ore. The market price for re-
sources: coal - 10 nАn, ore - 12 nАn. But the cost for sale
within the contract is as follows: coal - 16 nАn, ore - 19
nАn. During making a move, motion, when a player takes
this card, his resources include only 1 unit of coal and 2
units of ore. A player can sell these resources at once to a

bank at the high price and obtain 16 х 1 (coal) + 19 х 2 (ores) = 54 nАn. Under the
contract he has short-supplied volume of resources (1 unit of coal and 3 units of
ore). Therefore during the next move a player will launch producing of these re-
sources exactly. For example, he produced 2 units of coal and 2 units of ore,  or he
purchased these resources in a Business-center at the current price. Now a player
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can sell to a bank at the high price upon the availability of a card "Contract" - 1
unit of coal and 2 units of ore, earning 54 nАn. Subsequently a card "Contract"
should be thrown away, even in spite of the fact that 1 unit of ore is remained as
short-supplied resources under the contract. A coal, which was produced by a
player in excess of the volume, requested under the contract, can be sold at the
current market value of 10 nАn or reserved in stock.
“Subsidy” Player obtains money for every asset of the corresponding

type according to the rate indicated in a card. For example, a
card "Subsidy" was issued to a player (See a picture, given on
the right). A player obtained for every
own asset-mine - 2 nАn, and for every

asset-excavating plant - 5 nАn. In addition, it is indi-
cated on a card, that the prices are reduced by 1
point; in this case we should reduce the prices of coal
and ore at the Board of exchange.
“Dividend” should be paid to the player for every asset, indicated on a

card (by analogy with a subsidy). The amount of dividend paid
from a bank is represented on a card of the corresponding
asset and marked on it as a symbolic notation "%". The in-
structions about reduction or increasing of price can be pro-

vided for certain resources on cards of this type.
“Taxes or transportation tax” should be paid by a player to a bank at

the rate indicated on a card for every correspon-
ding asset, technology or transport vehicle. For
example, a player obtained a card "Taxes" (See a
picture, given on the right). A player pays a sum
equal to the amount of 3 nАn to a bank for every
technology purchased by

him, irrespective of whether such technology is used
by him or not used. 

In addition, it can be indicated on cards of this
type, that prices on certain resources were reduced
or increased.

IV. GAMEPLAY ESSENCE

Preparation to the game
1. The playing field should be placed in the middle of the table.
2. The cards of actions should be reshuffled and a card batch

should be set out near the playing field with the face side upwards.
3. The cards of technologies should be set out by two card

batches, separating the first and the second levels (the level is indi-
cated on the face side of these cards). Batches are set out with the
face side upwards near the cards of actions. 
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4. Every player takes: 150 nАn, 3 chips of
workers, own chip of every player, a card  of
train, a prompting card, markers, having the
same colour as a chip.

5. All other tokens of resources and clones
(BIObots), money, the cards of transport and
assets remain in a playing box, in other words
in a bank. 

6. The white markers are represented in
the left most position at the Board of exchange. 

7. The right for making the first move should be given to any player,
chosen among all players. It is can be executed, for example, by means of
cards of assets. A player, who has an asset with the greatest number, will
make a move first, and then players will make moves in clockwise order.

The first move
Before the beginning of making a move the player should determine, that

he wants to purchase first of all. He can move in the direction of:
- the automobile dealership at once to buy more fast speed transport;
- a mine or excavating plant to purchase them and begin to produce the

resource of the first level (coal or ore);
- the University, to purchase technology and increase efficiency of future

production;
- the labour exchange in order to hire additional workers.

1. A player, who makes a move first, should place his chip on any of
gexes of a  Business-center, whereupon he moves on a map no more than
by 4 gexes in the chosen direction, because at the beginning he has the op-
portunity to move with the use of basis transport, in other words by train. 

2. A move is passed to the next player in a circle-wise order. He begins
to make the first move also from any gex of a Business-center and executes
the same playing actions.

3. Other players make the first move in a similar manner.
The subsequent moves before purchase of the first asset
If a player finished a move in the gex with any asset, then he can pur-

chase this asset for the cost, indicated on his card. Money should be paid
to a bank. It is possible to make some purchases (transport, technology) or
to hire workers in a similar way after making a move in such locations as:
Automobile dealership, University or Labour exchange. Also a player is
under an obligation to take a card of actions and execute requirements of
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Note: it is important to estimate correctly the cost of assets  and their productive pos-
sibilities. For example, at buying a mine or excavating plant, a player can begin to start-
up production already, because for this purpose the workers are needed only. At the plant
or at the Central Heating and Power Plant the resources of the first level should be  needed
additionally for starting production. They can be purchased in a Business-center, if a
player has money for this purpose.



the card of actions, if the boundary was crossed.
If a player intends to launch production at making the next move, then

he begins to pay a salary to all workers already at making the current move,
irrespective of whether they are working on his assets or they are not at-
tracted to work yet.

At the basic level of complexity a salary is established at the level of 1
nАn for one move  to every worker. For complication of the game it is pos-
sible to establish a salary at the level of 2 nАn or 3 nАn for one move. The
payment of salary is carried out in the following way: the monetary facilities
equal to the amount of total salary for all workers should be transferred to
a bank by a player.

After purchase of the first asset a player makes the next moves in the
following sequence:
1. Production. A player produces resources with the use of all assets.

If at the beginning of move a player has a sufficient amount of resources
consumed according to the applied technology for a specific asset, as well
as the necessary number of workers of this asset, then he will obtain the
corresponding produced resource from this asset, simultaneously the con-
sumed resources are spent (passed to a bank).  For the recovery of resources
of the first level (coal and ore) at mines and excavating plants it is necessary
that the sufficient number of workers was attracted for work. 

For example: at the Mine No.
1 two chips of workers are placed
- a player obtains 1 unit of coal for
from this asset. At the Mine No. 2
only one chip of worker is placed,
but a chip of player is placed in the
gex of this mine on a map for this
move; a player replaces the absent
worker by himself and obtains the
produced coal from this mine. At the Mine No. 3 a player has one chip of a worker
or workers are absent, consequently a player does not obtain a coal from this mine
at this move. For hiring  new workers he should visit the Labour exchange. The pro-
duced resources of the first level for this move can be used at Stell plants and
Power Plants with the purpose of production steel and energy.

For the production of resources of the second level (steel, energy) and the
third level (BIObot) a player should attract not only workers for each asset
but also resources of the first level (and for a BIObot – resources of the sec-
ond level correspondently). For example, the basic technology is used at the
plant for production of steel: at the beginning of a move a player should
have 2 units of ore, or his excavating plant should have the opportunity to
produce 2 units of ore, or he can have in store resources at the volume of
1 unit of ore and he can produce 1 unit of ore at his mine. Furthermore 3
chips of workers should be placed on the card of asset. Alternatively, if a
chip of player at the beginning of a move is placed in the gex of this plant,
then it is possible to place 2 chips of workers on the card of asset, a player
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will act as the third worker. At fulfillment of both conditions (availability of
resources and the sufficient number of workers) a player produces 1 unit
of steel at this plant for this move.

In a similar way, for the production of a BIObot it is possible to use steel
and energy, which are reserved or produced at this move at the assets of a
player.

The produced resources can be kept by a player for the next moves and
production of new resources, and the produced resources can be sold to a
bank at the current market price or to other player at the agreed price at
any stage of making a move after their production.
2. Monopoly. A player can use the right of monopolist to any resources,

if he is a monopolist on these resources. The monopolist can change prices
on these resources by 1 point (more detailed information about the rights
of a monopolist are given in the Section "Board of exchange").
3. Movement. A player moves a chip at most by so much hexes, how

many hexes were allowed to move by his transport. If player’s chip was
crossed the gex (or gexes) with frontier posts, he takes and opens the card
of actions and executes the terms and conditions, indicated in this card.
4. Investments. If as a result of movement a player finished his move

on the gex of free asset or in such locations as University, Labour exchange
or Automobile dealership, then he can purchase a corresponding asset,
choose and buy the technology, hire new workers or buy more fast speed
transport. The use of new transport is begun from next move,  following
after its purchase. If a player does not have the resources of the first or the
second level for production, then he can buy the resources additionally after
finishing a move in any gex of a Business-center.
5. Planning. A player plans to start production for the next move and,

if necessary, he can transfer any number of workers and technologies from
one asset to the another asset. For example, distribution of workers can be
need in case of labour shortage at the enterprises of a player. Then he can
transfer them to the asset, where he going to  produce resources at making
the next move. The technologies can be transferred only between the iden-
tical assets. 

After the 5th stage a move should be passed to the next player.
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Note: At any of stages 1-4, a player should pay a salary to all workers, even if they
are not involved to work on production before transition to the stage 5.  If a player forgot
to pay a salary and began transfer of workers from one asset to other asset, and other
players found out it, then they can inform about violation of the rights of workers and to
call a strike.

The sale of resource to a bank is carried out at any of the stages 2-5. The cost of sale
is determined according to the current position of an indicator at the Board of exchange.
Therefore a player determines the most advantageous stage for the sale of resources.



V. SPECIAL PLAYING ACTIONS
Raider attack
A player can carry out a raider attack to the asset of other player. During

making a move he shifts a chip to the gex of such asset, if such asset is not
guarded and not occupied by a chip of a player-owner, then a player-raider
can inform about asset-grabbing. A player-raider gains the right on re-
sources which will be produced by this asset  during a move of the player-
owner. A player, whose asset was exposed to the raider attack, cannot
transfer anything from this asset and to this asset, as well as to transfer
the technology. In such a case a player-raider should pay a salary to the
workers, and the resources for production at the enterprise should be pro-
vided. 

For example, the Player No. 1 used the technology with two workers at
his move to asset - the Plant No. 3;  requirements in resources - 2 units of
ore and final productivity - 1 unit of steel for one move. He paid a salary to
workers.

The Player No. 2 executed a raider attack for asset-grabbing; he came to
the gex with the Plant № 3 and finished moving on a map on it. He informed
about asset-grabbing, at the same time a chip of belonging of the asset to
the Player No. 1 is not taken off from this asset and a card of asset is not
passed to the Player No. 2.

Yellow pointer. For production of steel at this asset for own benefit the
Player No. 2 should provide the resources to the Plant No. 3 and he should
pay a salary to workers for production, in other words he places 2 nАn (1
nАn for every worker) of salary on a card of asset (not to a bank) and 2 units
of ore (according to a card of the technology, used on the asset). An alter-
native variant can be sabotage of production, when this asset is not used
by a player-raider.
Red pointer. Subsequently, the Player No. 1 makes a move on a next

circle. He produces all accessible resources on own assets, including on the
asset, caught by the Player No. 2. But for production at this plant the Player
No. 1 uses resources and salary, which were provided by the Player No. 2
at his move. The results of production, in particular in our case - 1 unit of
steel, should be transferred to the Player No. 2. The used resources and
salary are transferred by Player No. 1 to a bank. 
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We pay attention, that salary to two workers at the Plant No. 3 is consid-
ered already paid, and it does not take into account by the Player No. 1 at
calculation of the amount for payment of salary for his workers. In this case
the Player No. 1 cannot dispose the technology, applied on an asset and he
cannot attract workers from this asset. 

If the Player No. 2 sabotaged production at making a move, then the
Player No. 1 produces nothing at this plant and the workers of this asset
can be attracted for work freely, but as usual the Player No. 1 cannot use
the applied technology at the Plant No. 3.

It has been proposed that, the Player No. 1 moves a chip in the direction
of the caught asset, but he is not able to attain the asset at making this
move, stopping at a distance of 1 gex from the asset. Consequently, an asset
will be considered as captured. Understanding a threat to be the caught by
the Player No. 1,  the Player No. 2 leaves the gex with the Plant No. 3 at
making his move. It means that already the Player No. 1 will dispose of
asset at making the next move in the ordinary way, in other words he will
be able to produce steel  on this asset if he has all necessary resources at
the beginning of his next move, and he will pay a salary to the workers of
the Plant no. in the ordinary way.

If the Player No. 2 decided to stand on the gex and he again provides re-
sources and a salary for an asset, then the Player No. 1 will produce 1 unit
of steel at his move in favour of the Player No. 2. For the purpose to stop a
raider attack, the owner of asset should finish his move on the gex with an
asset, arresting a raider, or to induce a player-raider to leave the gex with
the caught asset using another actions, for example – it is necessary to offer
redemption or resources for release of this asset. 

A player, who was arrested, will be imprisoned for a period of two moves.
His chip is moved to starting location and stands here without motion. Dur-
ing the period of arrest this player cannot sell resources, transfer workers
and technologies at his assets.

The assets with available resources and workers, to whom the arrested
player paid a salary from money, belonged to him, continue to produce raw
materials or manufacture products at making a move. These produced re-
sources are accumulated by the arrested player.

Property protection
A player can hire an additional worker – a guard, who is not concerned

in production of resources, in order to protect
the asset from a raider.

For example, a player hires three workers.
He places two chips on the card of mine for the
production of coal, and the third chip should
be placed on a special place on the card of
asset. An asset with a guard can not be ex-
posed to the raider attack. 
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It is possible to transfer a worker-guard to other enterprise for perform-
ance of works at the place of production or for acting as a guard in the same
manner as an ordinary worker.  In other words, a player transfers the work-
ers to any his assets without the restriction on the number of workers  (ex-
cept for the assets which are subjected to a raider attack at the present
time).

Strike
In case of non-payment of salaries even to one worker, all workers, hired

by this player, leave his assets (carry out strike), and a player will be able
nothing to produce at making the next move. A strike was called by play-
ers-competitors at the moment when a player, who will make a move, car-
ries out planning and transfers workers and technologies or at the moment
of passing of a move from this player to the next player.

At the move, when a player pays a salary, he returns workers to his as-
sets, in order  to produce resources on the assets. A strike will be continued
unless a salary will be paid. 

V. WINNING A VICTORY

A player wins a victory, if this player produced a new unique product,
such as a BIObot at his plant first. It is impossible to buy this product at
the exchange in Business-center location, therefore only the owner of the
large and successful NАNО corporation will be able to be ahead in the fight
for championship. As complication of the game, it is possible to set other
terms and conditions of winning a victory, such as to be the first in  pro-
duction of  two or three BIObots. This small addition changes tactics and
strategy of the game substantially.

We wish you success in mastering of the game. 
Yours faithfully BombatGame Team!

The author: Tykhenko Oleksandr
Special thanks for testing the game

a group of like-minded people from the "Igromasson Lodge"
and the project "In this you have not played."
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